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A study of the orders of maximal induced trees in a random graph G, with small edge 
probability p is given. In particular, it is shown that the giant component of almost every G,, 
where p = c/n and c > 1 is a constant, contains only very small maximal trees (that are of a 
specific type) and very large maximal trees. The presented results provide an elementary proof 
of a conjecture from [3] that was confirmed recently in [4] and [5]. 
1. Introduction 
Denote by ‘3(n, p) the set of all graphs with vertex set V = (1, 2, . . . , n} in 
which the edges are chosen independently and with probability p. In other words, 
if G is a graph with vertex set V and it has m edges, then 
P({G}) =p”(l -p)'-. 
Let Gp stand for a random graph from %(n, p). We say that almost every (a.e.) 
graph in %(n, p) has a certain property Q if P(Q) + 1 as n * M. 
What is the probability distribution for the orders of induced subgraphs in a.e. 
graph Gp? A lot of interesting results devoted to this fundamental question in 
random graph theory one can find in [9] where the case p-constant was examined 
in great detail. 
In this paper we shall be assuming that the edge probability p depends on n and 
p(n)+ 0 as n -+ m. Under this assumption we focus our attention on the orders of 
maximal induced trees that are contained in a.e. graph G,. A tree that is not 
properly contained in any larger tree is called a maximal tree. Since we deal here 
only with induced trees therefore the word ‘induced’ will be very often omitted. 
The symbols o and 0 are with respect to 12 unless stated otherwise. All 
logarithms are natural. Also 1x1 means an integer part of X. Finally, throughout 
the paper r(n) stands for a sequence tending to infinity (usually arbitrarily slowly) 
as n+m. 
2. Maximal induced trees 
Given a random graph G,, what numbers are likely and are not likely to occur 
as orders of maximal trees in G p? This section is devoted to an examination of 
this question. 
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We say that a graph has property Tk if it contains a maximal tree of order k. 
Let us begin our considerations with the following result. 
Theorem 1 ([3]). Assume that 0 <p < 1 and E > 0 are fixed. Then a.e. graph GP 
has property ~7~ for every integer k satisfying 
log n 
<k<(2-e)- 
log d 
where d = l/q. 
log II 
Notice also that a.e. GP is such that for every set S of s < (1 - E) - 
log d 
vertices 
there is a vertex v 4 S joined to precisely one vertex in S. Thus, in particular, 
log n 
every tree of order s < (1 - E) - 
log d 
is contained in a tree of order s + 1. 
Furthermore (see e.g. [3]) 1 a most no GP contains a tree on more than (2 + E) 
log n 
- vertices. 
log d 
The above situation becomes more involved in a case when p =p(n) + 0 as 
it --, ~0. Assume first that 0 <p s c/n where 0 < c < 1 is a constant. Then a 
random graph GP is very sparse and contains many components which are trees. 
In fact, suppose p = c/n, 0 < c < 1, and y(n) 4~0. Then a.e. GP is such that every 
component is a tree or a unicyclic graph and there are at most y(n) vertices on 
the unicyclic components (see e.g. [2, p. 991). Obviously every isolated tree is 
itself a maximal tree and every unicyclic component contains at least three 
maximal trees. A wide variety of results devoted to possible orders of isolated 
trees in such a random graph the reader can find in Bollobas [2, Ch. V. 31. As an 
example let us quote ([2, p. 106 and lOS]) the following fact. (We say that a graph 
has property ,$k if it contains a tree component on k vertices). 
Theorem 2. Assume that p = l/n. 
(i) Zf k01nu3 + 00, then almost no GP has &for every k 2 kO. 
(ii) Zf k0/n2’3 + 0, then a.e. GP has &for some k 3 kO. 
(iii) If k,/nu7 + 0, then a.e. G, has .,jk for every k s kO. 
Now let us turn our attention to a case when a.e. graph GP is the union of one 
giant component, small unicyclic components and small tree components. 
Namely, we shall be assuming that p = c/n where c > 1 is a constant.’ Denote by 
L,(G,) the order of the ith largest component of G,. Then (see e.g. [2, p. 1381) 
we know that the order of the giant component of a.e. GP satisfies 
(L,(G,) - (1 - t(c))nl c y(n)n” 
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where r(n)* cu and 
t(c) = f $i g (ce-“)k. (1) 
Moreover, for every fixed i a 2 
Li( G,) - 5 (log 12 - ~ log log n) c r(n) (2) 
where 
a=c-l-loge. (3) 
Our first result specifies those numbers that are not likely to occur as orders of 
maximal trees in the giant component. Let 
h(c, a) = (1 - CY)~-~‘% exp 
[ 
- y- (l- ,)Ce-C$ (4) 
It can be checked that, for a given c, there is oo= oo(c) such that the function 
h(c, a) is increasing for 0 < (Y < a0 and is decreasing for czo < a < 1. Moreover 
h(c, (Ye) > 1. Let a(c) be smaller positive root of the equation 
h(c, cu)=l, O<(Y<l. (5) 
The following result is true. 
Theorem 3. Let p = cln where c > 1 is a constant and y(n)-, ~0. Then the giant 
component of a.e. graph G, contains no maximal trees of order k,~ where 
y(n) s k c Ly(c)n. (6) 
Proof. Let X, be the number of all trees on k vertices in G,. Then the expected 
value of X, is given by 
E(x~) = ( ;)kk-2p*‘(l _ P)(&-(~-~). (7) 
Furthermore, let Y, stand for the number of those trees of order k which are 
maximal in GP and, in addition, for every such tree there is a vertex in G, 
connected with at least two of its vertices. It is clear that every maximal tree 
contained in the giant component is of this kind. Moreover 
E(Yk) 6 E(&)(n - k)(i)p’[l - kp(1 -p)k-l]n-k-l. 
In order to get a good upper bound for E(Yk) we use the following consequence 
of Stirling’s formula: if y(n) is a sequence tending to infinity as n + 03, then for all 
large n and all (Y such that (yn is integer and y(n) C an 6 n - y(n) it is the case 
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that 
Consequently, making the change of variable k = an and applying the inequality 
1 - x 6 eex together with the formula 
1-x=exp -x-:+0(x’) 
[ 1 
we find that, for all large n, 
where h(c, (t’) is given by (4). Now, for all a: such that y(n)/n s (Y < (u(c) we have 
h(c, a) < 1 and consequently the summation of E(Y,) over all k satisfying (6) 
tends to zero as II -+ 00. This implies the thesis of the theorem. 0 
Remark. The above proof gives also some additional information about the 
orders of small components of GP. Namely, for p = c/n, c > 1, the unicyclic 
components that appear in a.e. GP are of fixed orders only. 
The last theorem suggests that the giant component of a random graph 
Gc,,(c > 1) can contain only some maximal trees of small orders and some very 
large maximal trees. It appears that the small maximal trees that can be contained 
in the giant component are of a very special structure. We introduce the following 
definition. Let T be a tree in a graph G and N(T) be the set of all neighbors of T. 
Assume that IN(T)1 = 1 and, in addition, that the vertex from N(T), which is 
called here a horn, is connected with exactly two vertices from T. Then T U N(T) 
will be called a horn-tree. We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4. Let p = c/n where c > 1 is a constant. Then the only maximal trees of 
order less than y(n) which can appear in the giant component of G, are horn-trees. 
Proof. The probability that G, contains a subset on k vertices, where 4 s k s 
y(n) and y(n) + ~0 arbitrarily slowly as n + cc, that spans more than k edges is at 
most 
Clearly, this implies our thesis. 0 
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Observe that every horn-tree contained in the giant component of Gp is a cycle 
211212 * * a 2riu, where vj, 1 c j < i - 1, is the root of an isolated tree in G, \ 
{Vi, . . . J 25_-11 21i+l, . . * 9 vi} and Vi is the horn which belongs to the giant 
component. In other words these ‘trees’ hang on to the giant component by their 
horns. This, together with the last two theorems, implies easily the following 
result. 
Theorem 5. Assume p = c/n, where c > 1 is a constant. Then the giant component 
of a.e. graph G, contains a tree on at least La(c)n] + 1 vertices where (u(c) is 
defined by (5). 
Proof. Having in mind Theorems 3 and 4 it suffices to show that the number of 
all horn-trees contained in the giant component is finite. In fact, if this is the case, 
then picking up an edge that is not in a horn-tree (a lot of such edges will be 
available) one can surely extend this edge to a tree on at least [afc)nj + 1 
vertices. First we determine the expectation of a random variable H, defining the 
number of all horn-trees of order Sr(n) that are in the giant component. Let HT 
be such a horn-tree and denote its horn by h. Then HT\ {h} must be an isolated 
tree in G, \ {h} and the vertex h must belong to the giant component of 
G,\(HT\{h}). Th ese two events are independent and the probability of the last 
one, say rn,k, tends to 1 - t(c) as n+ a, where t(c) is defined by (1) (see [2, 
p. 1381). Consequently, with E(Xk) given by (7), 
I!?(H) = ‘2 E(xk)(n - k)( i)p’(l -p)k(n-k-“+(k-2)r,,k 
k=2 
u(n) (Ce-c)k 
-; Cl- t(c)) kz2 (k kk-‘. 
The last series converges, so denote its sum by A(c). Standard arguments may 
now be used to show that H has asymptotically Poisson distribution with 
parameter A(c) (see e.g. [2]). 0 
The above considerations give a new proof of a conjecture from [3] that a.e. G, 
with p = c/n, c > 1, has an induced tree on q(c)n vertices where q(c) > 0 is a 
function on c. This conjecture was confirmed independently and contem- 
poraneously by Fernandez de la Vega [4] and Frieze and Jackson [5]. In both 
papers the authors applied sophisticated algorithms constructing an induced tree 
in Gp and gave their probabilistic analyses which are not straightforward 
calculations. The advantage of our approach is the much simpler way to succeed 
in proving the conjecture. However, in a case when c > 1 is small our result is 
weaker than the ones proved in [4] and [5]. For example, it was shown in [4] that 
a.e. G, contains a tree on at least ]p( c n ve ices where p(c) is the positive root ) ] rt’ 
of the equation 
cp = log(1 + c’p). (10) 
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One can deduce from this that for p = 2.45/n the order T,(p) of the largest tree 
contained in GP is at least ]0.6476n]. This is the best lower bound of T,(p) 
obtained until this time. On the other hand, taking into account the number of 
trees on k = L&z] vertices, by (7), (8) and (9) one can check that 
E(X&) = 0 n-1 1 [ 
(I_ ij-(l-Qcfi n 
exp(&/2) II 
= o(1) 
provided c = 2.45 and 6 2 0.92. Consequently we see that for a.e. G, with 
p = 2.45/n 
0.6476n < T,(p) < 0.92~ 
Observe also that for large values of c both a(c) and p(c) are equal to 
log c/c(l + oc(l)) where o,(l) is a constant arbitrarily small for c large enough 
(compare this with Theorem 7). Let us remark here that the results about large 
induced trees were strengthened by Frieze and Jackson [6] by specifying that the 
induced tree can be taken to be a path. 
The next result deals with the orders of all possible maximal trees in the whole 
random graph Gc,,. 
Theorem 6. Letp = c/n where c > 1 is a constant, a be given by (3) and r(n)+ m. 
(i) A.e. GP has property &for every k satisfying 
lsk< If (log n - 3 log log n - r(n)) 1 
and for some k 2 /3(c)n where p(c) > 0 is the root of equation (10). 
(ii) Almost no GP has property Fk for every k satisfying 
i (log n - $ log log n + r(n)) < k s a(c)n 
where a(c) is given by (5). 
Proof. (i) Denote by 2, the number of isolated trees of order k in a random 
graph G,. Then (see e.g. [l]) 
E(Zk) - nk k-ZCk-le-kc/k! 
and 
Var(Z&) - E(Z,){l + (C - l)(kc)k-‘e-kc/k!}. 
Suppose 
l<k<kO= 
I 
k(logn-$loglogn--y(n)) . 
I 
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E(Z,) - n ( yk 
cjf%kf ce 
and by Chebyshev’s inequality we obtain 
P(Zk = 0) d- 
E(Zk) 
Consequently 
P(Z, = 0 for some k s k,) = 0 
I 
= O(e-Hn)) 
= o(1). 
Thus a.e. GP has an isolated tree (which is obviously a maximal tree) of order k 
for every k s ko. 
The second part of (i) follows from Fernandez de la Vega result [4]. 
(ii) This is implied by (2) and Theorem 3. 0 
Finally, let us assume that p = o(n)/n = o(l) where w(n) is a sequence tending 
to infinity as n+ cc). Then (see e.g. [2, p. 1371) a.e. G, is such that every 
component of G,, with the exception of its giant component, is a tree of order 
o(log n). Clearly, the number of tree components is a monotone decreasing 
function when w(n) is increasing. Eventually, when w(n) = log IZ + y(n) where 
y(n)+ CC the last isolated vertices disappear and a.e. graph G, becomes 
connected (see e.g. [2, p. 1501). In our next result we examine orders of maximal 
trees in the giant component of G, with p = o(n)/n. Of course, if o(n) * 
log )2 + y(n) then by the ‘giant component’ we mean the whole graph GP. For the 
sake of simplicity let us put 
1% w(n) f(n) = o(n) . (11) 
We have 
Theorem 7. Let p = w(n)ln = o(1) and E > 0 be a constant. Then a.e. GP is such 
that every maximal tree in its giant component has the order k, where 
(1 - e)nf(n) <k < (2 + e)nf(n). 
Proof. The fact that there is no maximal tree on k vertices for every k, where 
1 s k 6 (1 - e)nf(n) follows the same lines as the proof of Theorem 3. On the 
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other hand, by (7) we have 
= o(1) 
provided k = ](2 + e)nf(n)]. This implies that there is no tree of order greater 
than (2 + &)nf(n) and the proof is completed. 0 
Having in mind the global structure of a random graph G, and Theorem 7 we 
can deduce immediately the following result about 7”(p), the order of the largest 
tree of G,. 
Corollary 8. Let p = w(n)/n = o(l) and E > 0 be a constant. Then for a.e. 
graph 6 
(1 - E>nf (n> < T,(P) < (2 + &>nf (n>. 
The above is a generalization of a result shown in (81 where a case 
u(n) = e . log n was considered. Also our method of proof is much easier than an 
algorithmic approach applied in [8]. 
Let us notice here that in a case when p is fixed then (see [3]) the sequence 
{T,(p)} of random variables satisfies 
T,(P) , 2 
log n log l/q 
asn+m (12) 
in probability, where d = l/q. (Even a stronger result is true, namely (12) holds 
with probability one and in any mean, see [7] or [9]). It is a strong evidence to 
presume that a result in a similar vain is also correct for a wide range of the edge 
probability p. Thus we state the following 
Conjecture 1. Let p = o(n)/n = o(1) where o(n)+ 3~. Then the sequence 
{T,(p)} of random variables satisfies 
T,(P)+ 2 
nf (n) 
asn--tm 
in probability, where f(n) is given by (11). 
Also we have found reason to conjecture that every integer between 
(1 + E)nf (n) and (2 - .c)nf (n) is likely to occur as the order of a maximal tree of a 
graph GP with p = w(n)/n (i.e. we would have a similar property of G, as in the 
case when p is fixed-see Theorem 1). Thus our second conjecture is as follows. 
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Conjecture 2. Assume that p = o(n)/n = o(1) where o(n)+ m. Then a.e. graph 
Gp has property & for every k satisfying 
(1 + c)nf(n) <k < (2 - c)nf(n) 
with f(n) defined by (11). 
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